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❑ 60 tasks on 10 benchmark molecule datasets

❑ Evaluated methods

❑ Weisfeiler-Lehman kernel + SVM

❑ Morgan fingerprints + Random Forest (RF) or XGBoost (XGB)

❑ GNN: Graph CNN (GCNN), Weave Neural Network (Weave), Graph 

Isomorphism Network (GIN) 

❑ N-gram Graphs + Random Forest (RF) or XGBoost (XGB), with 

vertex embedding dimension 𝑟=100, and 𝑇=6

❑ Evaluation: count #times each method gets top-1 and top-3

❑ N-gram+XGB: top-1 for 21 in 60 tasks, and top-3 for 48

❑ N-gram graph overall better than the other methods

❑ Runtime: relatively fast

❑ Transferrable vertex embeddings: vertex embeddings can 

be pre-trained on one dataset and used for different datasets; 

even random vertex embeddings get competitive results

❑ Code available: https://github.com/chao1224/n_gram_graph

Key idea: view a graph as a Bag of Walks

❑ Enumerate all walks of length 𝑛 (called 𝑛-grams), embed each 

walk, sum them up as 𝑓(𝑛)

❑ If vertex embeddings not given: we also provide a method

Equivalent to a simple Graph Neural Network

❑ An efficient version of the method using dynamic programming

❑ Each vertex holds a latent vector 𝑓𝑖. At each iteration, each 

vertex updates its latent vector by entry-wise multiplying with 

the sum of those of its neighbors. Let 𝒜 be the adjacent matrix.
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Motivation

Empirical success of machine learning

What about graph-structured data?

Such data are ubiquitous in applications in social networks, 

knowledge graphs, chemistry, biology, material science, etc.

Key challenge: representation as numeric feature

❑ Fingerprints: Morgan fingerprints via hashing, …

❑ Graph kernels: Weisfeiler-Lehman kernel, …

❑ Graph Neural Networks (GNN): GCNN, Weave, …

A new representation method for graphs

❑ Unsupervised, so can be used by various learning methods

❑ Simple, relatively fast to compute

❑ Strong empirical performance

❑ Outperforms traditional fingerprints/kernels and recent 

popular GNNs on molecule datasets

❑ Preliminary results on other types of data are also strong

❑ Strong theoretical power for representation/prediction

❑ Inspired by the N-gram approach in NLP

Our Results

A molecular graph
Its 2-grams

called 𝑛-grams

N-gram Graph (suppose the embeddings for vertices are given): 

1. Embed each 𝑛-gram: entry-wise product of its vertex embeddings

2. Sum up the embeddings of all 𝑛-grams: denote the sum as 𝑓(𝑛)
3. Repeat for 𝑛 = 1, 2,… , 𝑇, and concatenate 𝑓(1), … , 𝑓(𝑇)

Theoretical Analysis

Key idea: compressed sensing on graph statistics

❑ Count statistics 𝑐(𝑛): histogram of different types of 𝑛-grams

❑ Let 𝑉 be vocabulary of different vertices. 𝑐(1) is of dimension 𝑉 ,  

𝑖-th coordinate is the times 𝑖-th type vertex appears in the graph

❑ Then 𝑓(1) = 𝑊𝑐(1). So 𝑓(1) is compressed sensing of 𝑐(1) with 

proper assumptions on the vertex embedding matrix 𝑊. This can 

be used to prove its strong representation and prediction power.

❑ Similar for general 𝑛-grams but need more sophisticated analysis

𝑊 𝑐(1)𝑓(1)

Vertex embedding 𝑊: 𝑖-th column is the embedding vector for 𝑖-th type vertex
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